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Product Information

Fire-Away fire pits are available in three sizes – the flat-pack Original and Kindling, and the permanently welded Vulcan:

Product: Fire-Away Vulcan Fire Pit Fire-Away Original Fire Pit Fire-Away Kindling Fire Pit

Dimensions (assembled): 1,500mm W x 500mm H x 
1,500mm D

970mm W x 370mm H x 970mm D 750mm W x 300mm H x 750mm D

Dimensions (packaged): 850mm W x 600mm H x 30mm D 480mm W x 610mm H x 35mm D

Weight: 120 Kg 38.5 Kg 19 Kg

Material: 8mm mild sheet steel 5mm mild sheet steel 4mm mild sheet steel

Production Process: Laser cut, welded, fully assembled Laser cut Laser cut

Finish: Untreated steel designed to rust, 
creating a rustic bronzed look 

Untreated steel designed to rust, 
creating a rustic bronzed look 
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Outdoor Living Done Well

Fire-Away fire pits cleverly incorporate three identical pieces of 
steel, interlocking them one by one, to support each other and 
create a cantilevered, sculptural form. Architecturally designed, 
Fire-Away is available as a collapsible flat-pack – perfect for 
storage and holiday getaways – or as a larger, welded, more 
permanent feature for beautifully landscaped gardens. 

The open triangular design creates the perfect formwork for 
lighting a fire, allowing it to draw air from underneath to create 
a hotter fire with less smoke. 

Proudly Australian Made from laser cut mild steel, Fire-Away 
is designed to naturally weather, establishing a bronzed outer 
layer of rust while maintaining structural integrity for a lifetime 
of outdoor enjoyment.

Our Story

Fire-Away was born in a Sydney garage in 2014 to 
brothers Paul and Daniel. Paul, an Architectural Graduate 
and Daniel, a Medical Student are about as different as 
brothers come. Paul’s creative ideas and Dan’s meticulous 
reasoning have resulted in many differences of opinion 
over the years. Fortunately this time the concept of an 
interlocking sculptural fire pit was realised. With Paul’s 
Graphic Designer wife, Lou, joining the force, they’re a 
powerful team striving for great possibilities.

“Three modest pieces of steel, 
     united in a sculptural form

as a fitting tribute to every campfire story, 
    starlit dinner and

          alfresco evening...”


